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Investment Objective
Closely track the benchmark index and pursue the

minimization of tracking deviation and tracking error.

Benchmark: CSI Intelligent Electric Vehicles Index

Fund Facts

Portfolio Manager: Xi CHENG

Custodian: China Merchant Bank Co., Ltd.

Auditor: Pricewaterhouse Coopers

Inception Date: 29 April 2021

Base Currency: CNY

Dealing and Trading 

Frequency:
Daily

Bloomberg Ticker: 516590 CH

Trading Code: 516590

AUM:
RMB 229.7 million

(USD 35.56 million )

NAV: 1.3354

Product Features

• The underlying index of this fund is the CSI Intelligent

Electric Vehicles Index, and the sample space is the same

as that of the CSI All Index . The sample selection method is

as follows: 1) Rank the securities in the sample space from

high to low according to the average daily transaction value

of the past year, and remove the bottom 20% of the

securities; 2) For the remaining securities in the sample

space, select the main business involving intelligence

Electric vehicle power systems (including batteries and their

raw materials, motors, electronic control, and lithium-ion

equipment), perception systems, decision-making systems,

execution systems, communication systems, vehicle

production, and charging piles and other automotive

aftermarket securities of listed companies as candidates for

selection 3) In the above candidate samples, the top 50

securities are selected as the index sample according to the

daily average daily market value of the past year, and all the

securities are included when they are less than 50.

• The Fund closely tracks the benchmark index and pursues

the minimization of tracking deviation and tracking error

though passive indexation investment management to

provide the investors with an effective tool to invest in the

benchmark index with transparent management and lower

cost.

• The Fund mainly adopts a full replication approach, which

means constructing its stock portfolio entirely according to

the composition and weightings of the constituent stocks of

the benchmark index and making adjustment during

constituents rebalancing. The performance of the Fund will

be closely correlated to that of CSI Intelligent Electric

Vehicles Index. Under normal market condition, the Fund's

absolute daily tracking deviation will not exceed 0.2%, and

its annualized tracking error not exceeding 2%.

Since 

Launch1

Performance 33.54%

Benchmark 31.61%

Cumulative Performance* 

Calendar Year Performance*

2021 YTD

Performance 33.54%

Benchmark 31.61%

* Fund: NAV-to-NAV return, net return with dividend (if any) NOT reinvested.

The net return of fund since launch is calculated from 29 April 2021.

Note:

Past performance information is not indicative of future performance. Investors may not get back 

the full amount invested.
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Market Review

In the second quarter of 2021, China’s economy recovered

steadily. The central bank held a regular meeting of the

monetary policy committee in the second quarter, pointing

out that China’s economy had strengthened and improved in

a stable way, and the policy orientation had not changed

significantly. In June, the manufacturing PMI was 50.9%,

down 0.1 percentage point from last month. On the whole,

the manufacturing industry stood stably on the line of

prosperity. Benefiting from the continuous improvement of

sales and penetration of new energy vehicles in the

domestic passenger car market, the market maintains high

expectations for the prosperity of the industry, and relevant

topics have also received extensive attention and continued

capital inflow. The A-share market fluctuated upward in this

quarter, and growth stocks significantly outperformed value

stocks. The growth segment represented by GEM and

STAR Market took a lead in the domestic equity market, and

the CSI intelligent electric vehicle index rose 43.59%.

Fund Strategy

The underlying index tracked by this fund is the CSI

intelligent electric vehicle index. The index selects no more

than 50 securities of the most representative listed

companies from the securities of listed companies whose

main businesses in Shanghai and Shenzhen markets

involve intelligent electric vehicle power system, perception

system, decision-making system, execution system,

communication system, vehicle production and automobile

aftermarket as the index sample to reflect the overall

performance of securities of listed companies in the industry

chain of intelligent electric vehicles. The fund mainly adopts

the full replication method, that is, the fund stock portfolio is

constructed in full accordance with the component stocks of

the underlying index and their weights, and adjusted

according to the changes in the component stocks of the

underlying index and their weights.

This reporting period covers the fund position building period.

During the position building period, we adopted a relatively

flexible and prudent position building strategy and built

positions in strict accordance with the requirements of the

fund contract and the principle of minimizing market impact.

During the normal operation period after the completion of

position building, we strictly accordance with the fund

contract, adhere to the established indexing investment

strategy, and build the fund stock portfolio according to the

constituent stocks of the underlying index and their weights

to ensure the normal operation of the fund.

Top 10 Stock Holdings (% of Total Net Assets)

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co., Limited 16.30%

BYD Company Limited 10.33%

Will Semiconductor Co.,Ltd. Shanghai 6.34%

Yunnan Energy New Material Co.,Ltd. 4.73%

EVE Energy Co., Ltd. 4.46%

Shenzhen Inovance Technology Co., Ltd 4.35%

Iflytek Co.,Ltd. 3.42%

Ganfeng Lithium Co., Ltd. 3.16%

Wingtech Technology Co.,Ltd 2.74%

Guangzhou Tinci Materials Technology Co., Ltd. 2.31%
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Asset Allocation (% of Total Assets)

94.12%
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Equities Sector Breakdown (% of Total Net Assets) 

*Note: According to the CSRC industry classification guideline, Manufacturing Sector

consists of 31 subcategories, including the manufacturing of food, beverage, clothing &

textiles, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, plastics, metal products, equipment, automobile,

computers & telecom, etc.


